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Abstract: In recent years, there has been significant growth in location-based services (LBSs) and ap-
plications. These services empower users to transmit their location data to location service providers,
thereby facilitating the provisioning of pertinent resources and services. However, in order to pre-
vent malicious users from sending fake location data, users must attest to their location for service
providers, namely, through a proof of location (PoL). Such a proof should additionally prevent
attackers from being able to obtain users’ identity and location information through it. In this paper,
we propose an efficient privacy-preserving proof of location (PPPoL) scheme. The scheme is based on
the standard cryptographic primitives, including Group Time-based One-Time Password (GTOTP)
and public key encryption, which achieves entity privacy, location privacy, and traceability. Unlike
the previous GTOTP-based PPPoL scheme, our scheme enables instant location verification with
additional hash operations. To encourage the active participation of witnesses in location proofs,
we propose an incentive mechanism based on smart contracts. Additionally, we implement a proof
of concept of our PPPoL scheme on an Android device. Our experimental results show that proof
generation and verification time are on the order of milliseconds. Meanwhile, the total overhead for
the incentive mechanism amounts to 0.0011 ETH. This result is practical for mobile device-based LBSs.

Keywords: proof of location; location privacy; anonymity; blockchain; smart contract

1. Introduction

Location-based services (LBSs) have gained significant prominence in recent years [1]
due to the widespread adoption of mobile devices [2] and advancements in location-
based technologies. In LBSs, users leverage location-based technologies to share their
locations with location service providers (SPs) in order to access location-dependent services
and resources such as location-based social networks (LBSN) [3], location-based assistive
technology [4], and fitness monitoring. LBSN enables users to share their locations and
interact with friends, family, or like-minded individuals while providing personalized
venue recommendations based on their preferences and locations. Additionally, location-
based assistive technology can aid users with visual or cognitive impairments in perceiving
their surroundings, thereby enhancing their quality of life. Furthermore, combining LBSs
with motion sensors can assist users in tracking their movement paths, distances, and
speeds, which is highly beneficial for fitness enthusiasts and rehabilitation patients who
need to monitor their physical activity capabilities. Nevertheless, a challenge arises in
instances where LBSs offer incentives or rewards to users who are physically present at
specific times and locations, potentially creating an environment where users are motivated
to manipulate their reported geographical coordinates. To ensure the effectiveness of such
LBSs, it becomes imperative to ascertain the authenticity of users’ geographical claims.
This verification is accomplished through the provision of a valid location proof, which
substantiates that a user was indeed situated at a particular location during a specific time
frame. For instance, certain businesses may issue coupons exclusively to users in proximity,
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which necessitates the presentation of a valid proof of location (PoL) to mitigate access by
those who do not meet the criteria. In addition, PoL schemes play an important role in
other areas, such as supply chain management [5], vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [6],
and the Internet of Things (IoT) [7]. Notably, PoL schemes play a vital role in infectious
contact tracing scenarios. Users engage in regular PoL schemes, collecting location proofs
over time; in the event of an infection, health authorities, such as the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC), can leverage a person’s historical location proofs for swift contact tracing,
and can adopt infection mitigation methods such as publishing the movement paths of
infected persons in order to rapidly curb the spread of infectious diseases [8].

A PoL system facilitates the generation of tamper-proof location proofs by a participant
referred to as the prover with the assistance of nearby counterparts termed witnesses. A
verifier then utilizes the location proofs to confirm the validity of the location stated
by the prover. However, PoL systems may encounter challenges pertaining to identity
and location privacy stemming from the interactions between the prover and proximate
witnesses. Throughout the location proof generation process, both the prover and witnesses
may seek to conceal their identities and locations from other participants. Because of the
potential sensitivity of location data, even minor location information can offer attackers the
ability to infer additional private details [9], such as user habits and residential addresses.
In addition, for resource-limited devices such as smartphones, PoL systems should not
involve excessive computational and communication overhead.

The PoL system should prevent impersonation of honest users during the location
proof generation process; thus, it is imperative for both the prover and witnesses to ac-
complish anonymous identity authentication. Group Time-based One-Time Password
(GTOTP) [10] emerges as an efficient group-based authentication scheme in which each
group member can assert their membership while concealing their true identity. Thanks
to the anonymity and efficiency offered by GTOTP, it is exceptionally well suited for the
construction of efficient location proof schemes. Yang et al. [10] proposed a PoL scheme
based on GTOTP; however, their scheme does not take into consideration instant location
proof verification, making it unsuitable for certain application scenarios that demand low
verification latency. For instance, in applications such as bike sharing and car sharing,
instant location verification is crucial to ensure that users are within the permitted ge-
ographical area when using shared resources [11]. In addition, from the perspective of
the witnesses who contribute to the location proof, the witnesses have no incentive to
participate in the location proof after receiving the location request from the prover, and
may often refuse to participate in the location proof, as it may consume their own resources
or reveal their private information when participating in the location proof.

Our work. To address the aforementioned issues, we propose an efficient privacy-
preserving proof of location (PPPoL) scheme based on GTOTP that supports identity
and location privacy for both the prover and witnesses while providing instant location
verification. We emphasize that we mainly consider the location privacy of witnesses
with respect to other participants, such as the prover and other witnesses. In applications
such as contact tracing, the verifier is trusted; thus, a witness can provide their location
information to the verifier. Furthermore, we design an incentive mechanism based on smart
contracts to enhance the participation of witnesses in our PPPoL scheme. We use GTOTP
to protect participants’ identity privacy and the traceability of location proofs. To achieve
location privacy, we employ a public key encryption algorithm that can resist chosen
plaintext attacks to encrypt the location data of both the prover and witnesses. The prover
creates a smart contract based on our incentive mechanism, uploads it to the blockchain,
and then broadcasts a location proof request, including the contract address, to nearby
witnesses. Upon receiving the location proof request, nearby witnesses have the option
of examining the smart contract. If a witness decides to participate in the location proof,
they generate a location proof piece and send it back to the prover. The prover integrates
all the location proof pieces into a location proof, which is subsequently forwarded to the
verifier. The verifier employs auxiliary verification information from both the prover and
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the relevant witnesses to verify the validity of the location proof. Following successful
location verification, the rewards in the smart contract are automatically transferred to the
registration authority (RA), which then transfers the rewards to the relevant witnesses. We
make the following contributions:

• We construct an efficient PPPoL scheme which is suitable for resource-constrained
devices by leveraging GTOTP. Compared to the prior GTOTP-based PPPoL scheme,
our proposal can support instant location proof verification.

• We design an incentive mechanism based on smart contracts to encourage witnesses
to participate in generating location proofs for the location prover.

• We evaluate our PPPoL scheme on an Android device, while the incentive mechanism
is benchmarked using the Goerli Ethereum. The experimental results demonstrate the
practical feasibility of our schemes. Specifically, both the location proof generation and
verification times are within the range of tens of milliseconds, while the total overhead
for the incentive mechanism amounts to 0.0011 ETH.

The rest of the paper is organized as described below. Section 2 reviews related work.
Section 3 describes the main cryptographic techniques used in this work. Section 4 briefly
analyzes the PoL scheme proposed by Yang et al. [10]. Section 5 describes the concrete
details of our PPPoL scheme. Section 6 shows the incentive mechanism. Section 7 shows the
performance of our PPPoL scheme and incentive mechanism. Finally, Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2. Related Work

Time-based One-Time Password. The Time-based One-Time Password (TOTP) ap-
proach is widely utilized in scenarios involving two-factor authentication, enabling a
prover to generate a time-dependent TOTP password that remains valid only within a
predefined time period. The TOTP scheme contains two types, symmetric and asymmet-
ric; the symmetric TOTP scheme requires the prover and verifier to share the secret key,
while the asymmetric one does not. The first asymmetric TOTP scheme was proposed
by Lamport [12]. This scheme was based on a one-way function, with each password
derived by computing the one-way function on the previous password. Currently, most
of the asymmetric TOTP schemes use architectures similar to the Lamport scheme. For
example, Kogen et al. [13] proposed a hash-based T/key scheme by combining an S/key
scheme [14] that instantiates a one-way function using a hash function with the Lamport
scheme. However, in these schemes the verifier must first know the identity of the prover.
To achieve privacy of the prover with regard to the verifier, Yang et al. [10] proposed the
GTOTP scheme as an extension of asymmetric TOTP schemes.

Proof of Location. Many relevant PoL schemes have been proposed for protecting
user privacy and improving the usability of mobile devices. PoL schemes running on
mobile devices can be classified into two types, namely, infrastructure-dependent and
infrastructure-independent.

Among infrastructure-dependent PoL schemes, Javali et al. [15] proposed a proof of
location scheme that uses the unique characteristics of WiFi access points, i.e., channel state
information (CSI) in combination with a fuzzy vault to generate location proofs for the
presence of a user within an area of interest at a particular time. Li et al. [16] proposed a
proof of location scheme based on WiFi or existing cellular network access points, which
prevents location cheating and enables the database to verify the location without knowing
the users’ exact location.

Among infrastructure-independent PoL schemes, Zhu and Cao [17] proposed AP-
PLAUS, which allows users to exchange location proofs and signed messages with each
other via Bluetooth and to periodically change their pseudonyms. However, users’ behavior
can compromise the location privacy of the scheme, which may suffer a non-negligible loss
of location privacy due to the use of a user-centric location privacy model. Wu et al. [18]
proposed a proof of location scheme based on blockchain technology and zero-knowledge
proofs. The user obtains a location certificate from multiple location beacons and generates
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a zero-knowledge proof-of-location certificate with the help of beacons. Yang et al. [10]
proposed a proof of location scheme based on GTOTP, the privacy-preserving location
proximity (PPLP) scheme from [19], and a commitment scheme. This scheme achieves both
user identity and location privacy; however, because each witness requires an individually
blinded proximity distance set that is sent to the verifier for proximity verification, the
proof size grows as the number of witnesses increases. Moreover, the scheme does not
support instant location verification. Notably, most existing PoL schemes do not take into
account incentives for witness participation.

Smart Contracts. In the mid-1990s, Nick Szabo first coined the concept of a “smart
contract” [20], defined as a computer program that automatically executes the terms of
a contract when certain predefined conditions are met. Early design took place mainly
around the premise of avoiding reliance on a trusted third party to act as a common trust
agent between two parties to a contract, as the computer can automatically execute the con-
tract in the actual transaction situation while efficiently and securely fulfilling the terms set
by the smart contract [21]. Due to the limitations on computing scenarios in the early days,
smart contracts were not widely applied. The blockchain technology used as the base of
the decentralized peer-to-peer transaction cryptocurrency proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto
has enabled the further development of smart contracts. Thanks to the decentralized and
tamper-proof nature of blockchains [22], the programmability of smart contracts can be
de-trusted and efficiently executed. In the early days, the Bitcoin network proposed by
Satoshi Nakamoto [23] was mainly used to realize simple transaction execution through
script language, which is not applicable to real life nowadays. Therefore, the combination
of blockchain and smart contract technology not only realizes the programmability of a de-
centralized network but also further promotes the popularity of decentralized applications,
which can effectively allow blockchain technology to promote the development of society.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly review the main cryptographic techniques used in our
constructions. We denote the security parameter with κ. Let [n] = {1, . . . , n} ⊂ N be
the set of integers between 1 and n. We denote by x $← S the operation of sampling x
uniformly and at random from the set S. We write LC to denote the two-dimensional
location coordinates (xC, yC) of user C. We denote the concatenation of two strings by ∥. In
this paper, unless otherwise specified, we assume that H(m) represents the hash operation
applied to the message m.

3.1. Group Time-Based One-Time Passwords

GTOTP is a novel authentication scheme that enables a prover belonging to a group
to prove its group membership with a verifier while hiding its identity; furthermore, the
identity of group members can be traced if needed. GTOTP is based on asymmetric TOTP
schemes, in which the prover generates a random secret seed and continuously hashes the
value to a hash chain. Based on the current time, the prover sends the hash chain nodes
as TOTP passwords to the verifier for verification in reverse order. The verifier performs
continuous hash operations on the TOTP password and compares the obtained hash value
with the tail node (also known as the verify point), where the count of hashes relates to the
TOTP password generation time. If the two values are equal, then the TOTP password is
valid. Due to the one-way nature of the hash function, the prover cannot forge a one-time
password that has not been used. Table 1 describes the notation used by GTOTP.

A GTOTP scheme has M ∈ N members GM = (ID1, . . . , IDM), one registration author-
ity (RA) that deals with protocol initialization and group membership registration, and one
verifier. Figure 1 illustrates the authentication process of GTOTP, which begins with the
users registering with the RA as group members. Subsequently, the group member gener-
ates a GTOTP password and sends it to the verifier for authentication. If necessary, such
as when the group member provides an invalid GTOTP password or exhibits dishonest
behavior, the verifier may initiate a request to the RA for member identity tracing.
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Table 1. Some notation for GTOTP.

Notation Description

M Number of group members.

IDu Identify of group member IDu.

Ci
IDu Identity cipher for group member IDu in the i-th verify epoch.

Tstart, Tend Start and end times of a protocol instance.

V, K Numbers of TOTP instances and GTOTP passwords of a TOTP, respectively.

vpi
IDu

The i-th verify point of group member IDu.

uvpi
IDu

The i-th updated verify point of group member IDu.

vpsIDu Verify points of group member IDu.

vpsG Group member authentication information.

sdi
IDu

Secret seed for generating the passwords of the i-th verify epoch of IDu.

skIDu Secret key of IDu.

pwi,j
IDu

The j-th GTOTP password of the i-th verify epoch of IDu.

Tcurrent, T Current timestamp and a certain timestamp, respectively.

∆vp, ∆pw Valid period for each verify point and password generation interval, respectively.

Figure 1. Flow chart of GTOTP scheme.

In a GTOTP scheme, each group member generates V TOTP instances for generating
TOTP passwords. To prevent linkability between verify points, each TOTP instance has
a valid period ∆vp, i.e., each verify point (or verify epoch) has a validity period of ∆vp.
Figure 2 shows the hash chains used by the group members to generate the TOTP passwords
and verify points. The group members compute the secret seed sdi

IDu
of the i-th hash chain

based on the current time Tcurrent and the start time Tstart of the GTOTP instance as well
as the valid period ∆vp, then compute the j-th node in the chain as the TOTP password in
combination with the password generation interval ∆pw. This is used as part of the GTOTP

password, where i := ⌈Tcurrent−Tstart⌉
∆vp

and j := ⌈Tcurrent−Tstart−i·∆vp⌉
∆pw

.
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Figure 2. Structure of the hash chains.

When group members register with the RA, they are required to send the V verify
points of the hash chains. The RA receives the set of verify points sent from all group mem-
bers and computes the group authentication information vpsG. To achieve membership
traceability, the RA encrypts the identity of each group member using an authenticated
symmetric encryption (ASE) algorithm [24] and binds the identity cipher Ci

IDu to each
verify point using a collision-resistant hash function, i.e., the RA updates each verify point.
To achieve anonymity, RA uses a permutation scheme [25] to scatter all updated verify
points. For better performance, the RA divides all updated verify points into z subsets,
constructs a Merkle tree [26] on each subset, and inserts all Merkle tree roots into a Bloom
filter [27] for GTOTP passwords verification, as depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Overview of the process of group member authentication information vpsG generation,
where M = 2, V = 2, z = 1. The red nodes in the figure represent the Merkle proof of the updated
verification point uvp1

ID2
(shown as an example).

A GTOTP password contains the password of the TOTP password, the identity cipher-
text of the group member, and the Merkle proof of the current updated verify point. In the
verification phase, after the verifier updates the verify point using the same method it gen-
erates a Merkle tree root using the updated verify point and related Merkle proof, checks
whether the root is in the Bloom filter and whether the TOTP password is valid, then, if both
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of the above pass the verification, the GTOTP password is valid and 1 is returned. This pro-
cess consists of seven algorithms (RASetup,GMInit,GVKGen,GetSd,PdGen,Verify, IDOpen),
described in detail as follows:

- RASetup(1κ , ∆pw, ∆vp, Tstart, Tend) takes the security parameter 1κ , the password gen-
eration interval ∆pw, the valid period for each verify point ∆vp, and the start Tstart
and end Tend times of the protocol instance as inputs. The RA runs this algorithm to
generate the system parameters smp and its secret key KRA

$← KRA, where KRA is the
secret key space of the RA.

- GMInit(IDu) takes the group member identities IDu as inputs; each group member

runs this initialization algorithm to generate its secret key skIDu
$← KGM and the set of

verify points vpsIDu , where KGM is the secret key space for group members.
- GVKGen(GM, {vpsIDu}u∈[M]) takes the identity and set of verify points for all group

members as inputs; the RA runs this algorithm to generate the group member authenti-
cation information vpsG and secret outputs {StIDu}u∈[M] for IDu. GetSd(KIDu , T) takes
the secret key skIDu and a timestamp T as inputs; member IDu runs this algorithm to
generate the secret seed sdi

IDu (i.e., the head of the hash chain-based TOTP instance)
used to generate the password at T of the i-th verify period.

- GVKGen(GM, {vpsIDu}u∈[M]) takes the identity and set of verify points for all group
members as inputs; the RA runs this algorithm to generate the group member authen-
tication information vpsG and the secret outputs {StIDu}u∈[M] for IDu. GetSd(KIDu , T)
takes the secret key KIDu and a timestamp T as inputs; member IDu runs this algorithm
to generate the secret seed sdi

IDu (i.e., the head of the hash chain-based TOTP instance)
used to generate the password at T of the i-th verify period.

- PdGen(sdi
IDu , T) takes the secret seed sdi

IDu and a timestamp T as inputs; member IDu

runs this password generation algorithm to generate a GTOTP password pwi,j
IDu

for
the j-th password of the i-th verify period.

- Verify(pwi,j
IDu

, T, vpsG) takes the password pwi,j
IDu

, the group verification informa-
tion vpsG, and a timestamp T as inputs. The verifier runs this password verification.

- IDOpen(KRA, pwi,j
IDu

, T) takes the secret key of the RA, the password pwi,j
IDu

, and
a timestamp T as inputs. The RA runs this identity tracing algorithm to open the
identity of group member IDu.

3.2. Public Key Encryption

A public key encryption (PKE) scheme consists of three algorithms (KGen,Enc,Dec) [28,29].
The key generation algorithm KGen(1κ) takes the security parameter κ as input and outputs
a key pair (pk, sk). The encryption algorithm Enc(m, pk) takes a plaintext m ∈ M and public
key pk as inputs and outputs a ciphertext c ∈ C, whereM and C are the plaintext space
and ciphertext space, respectively. The decryption algorithm Dec(c, sk) takes a ciphertext c
and the secret key sk as inputs and outputs the plaintext m. Here, we need a PKE scheme
that can resist chosen-plaintext attacks.

3.3. Threat Model

Our PPPoL scheme focuses on the identity and location privacy of the prover and
witnesses, including three security properties: traceability, anonymity, and location privacy.
Although an attacker may corrupt the witnesses, we assume that most of the witnesses are
honest when generating location proofs with the prover. The verifier honestly verifies and
sends the verification result of the location proof to the trusted third-party RA. Neither the
RA nor the verifier will collude with an attacker. Suppose the communication between the
participants and the RA is secure, but the communication between the participants may
be controlled by the attacker, such as by intercepting and tampering with the information.
Informally speaking, traceability needs to prevent an attacker from forging a valid location
proof, even if such a location proof is only traceable to an invalid or dishonest participant.
Anonymity requires that the identity of the prover and the witnesses be hidden from other
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participants. Location privacy means that an attacker cannot obtain any information about
the location of uncorrupted witnesses from a location proof.

4. Review of the PoL Scheme Based on GTOTP

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the PoL scheme proposed by Yang
et al. [10] based on GTOTP. This scheme leverages GTOTP, a privacy-preserving location
proximity (PPLP) scheme that runs between the requesting party P and the responding
party W to determine whether their locations are proximate, along with a hash-based
commitment scheme. The scheme is described below.

During the Initialization phase, the RA manages the registration of both the prover
and the witnesses, and generates and publishes the relevant system parameters.

During the location proof generation phase, the prover first broadcasts the GTOTP
password to nearby witnesses. Upon successfully verifying the prover’s password, each
witness engages in the PPLP protocol with the prover to determine whether they are in
proximity. The witness commits the results of the PPLP computation using the GTOTP
secret seed used in the current verify period and commits the relevant location proof
information sent to the prover using the next used GTOTP password. When the secret
seed expires, the witness publishes the associated commitment keys and the prover verifies
the identity of the witnesses and the proximity of the locations between them. The prover
finally filters the valid location proof pieces made by the witnesses to obtain the location
proof, commits the location proof using the GTOTP secret seed used in the current verify
period, commits the relevant location proof information sent to the verifier using the
next used GTOTP password, and finally sends the relevant location proof information to
the verifier.

During the location proof verification phase, after the commitment key expires, the
prover reveals the relevant commitment keys. The verifier then uses these commitment
keys along with the respective GTOTP passwords of the witnesses and the prover to verify
the validity of the location proof.

Existing Problems. In the PoL scheme proposed by Yang et al. [10], we observe that
location proofs are only validated after the commitment keys of the prover and relevant
witnesses expire. This characteristic is not suitable for instant location verification. In
addition, the requirement for the PPLP protocol to run between the witnesses and the
prover leads to increased storage and computational overhead, potentially making it
unsuitable for resource-constrained devices. Finally, the scheme does not consider the
motivation for witnesses to participate in the PoL scheme; thus, witnesses might refuse to
assist the prover in generating location proofs.

5. Privacy-Preserving Proof of Location Scheme

In this section, we present our efficient PPPoL scheme based on GTOTP and a commit-
ment scheme.

Our PPPoL scheme consists of four entities: the Registration Authority (RA), prover,
witness, and verifier. The prover generates a location proof that confirms its presence at
a specific location at a specific time. The prover is a user device (such as a smartphone,
IoT device, or smart vehicle) that generates a location proof located at a specific location
at a specific time. A witness is either a device similar to the prover or a location beacon
such as a Roadside Unit (RSU) that assists the prover in generating the location proof
based on the location’s proximity to the prover. The verifier may be a location service
provider, a government organization, or another entity that needs to verify the location of
the prover on the basis of the location proof. The RA manages the registration of the prover,
witnesses, and verifier. Figure 4 provides an overview of an outdoor application scenario
for the PPPoL scheme. The prover and nearby witnesses obtain location information
through GPS and utilize Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) technology
to communicate and generate a location proof. Subsequently, the prover and witnesses
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transmit the location proof and verification information to the verifier using 5G or other
communication technologies.

Figure 4. Overview of PPPoL scheme.

5.1. Security Requirements

Informally, we articulate that our PPPoL scheme should satisfy the following security
requirements:

Anonymity. Both prover and witnesses aim to preserve their identity privacy, ensuring
that attackers cannot extract their identity information from location proofs.

Traceability. Only valid location proofs can be traceable to honest provers; in other
words, even if a forged location proof is valid, it cannot be traced back to the corresponding
honest user.

Location Privacy. Witnesses aspire to assist in generating location proofs without com-
promising their location privacy, that is, attackers cannot extract the location information of
witnesses from the location proofs.

5.2. Description of the Scheme

In a decentralized PoL system, the prover obtains the location proof from nearby
witnesses that can verify its location. We generate the location proof based on the location
proximity between the prover and witnesses. We assume that each participant has an
internal clock that synchronizes with the other participants.

We need to design an efficient PPPoL scheme that ensures the identity and location
privacy of entities while supporting instant location verification. To encourage witnesses’
participation in our PPPoL scheme, we incorporate an incentive mechanism based on
smart contracts, which is detailed in the next section. We leverage the anonymity provided
by GTOTP to achieve identity privacy for both witnesses and prover. We leverage the
traceability provided by GTOTP and the commitment scheme to ensure the traceability of
location proofs. We protect the location privacy of witnesses using a PKE scheme that can
resist chosen-plaintext attacks. To enable our PPPoL scheme to support instant location
verification, we set the commitment keys of witnesses and the prover as their respective
GTOTP passwords (the password expiration time can be adjusted according to specific
application scenarios).

We consider our PPPoL scheme with three interactive sub-protocols, i.e., the initializa-
tion Setup, the location proof generation LPGen, and the location verification LPVer. The
important notation for our PPPoL scheme is described in Table 2.

Figure 5 shows the flow of the PPPoL scheme and incentive mechanism. We describe
the details of our incentive mechanism in the next section. To delineate the procedural flow
of our scheme, solid and dotted arrows are employed to depict communication between
entities, denoting request and response operations, respectively.
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Table 2. Notation for PPPoL scheme.

Notation Description

P,W,V Identities of prover, witness and verifier, respectively.

X Number of witnesses.

LP, LWx Locations of P and Wx, respectively.

LPCWx , LPPWx Location proximity commitment and location proof piece of Wx, respectively.

LC, LPP Location commitment and location proof of P.

vkPoL Group authentication key.

smp System parameter.

Figure 5. Flow of PPPoL scheme and incentive mechanism.

5.2.1. Setup of PPPoL Scheme

In the initialization phase of the PPPoL scheme, group members, who are either wit-
nesses or the prover, engage with the RA to generate the group authentication key, denoted
as vkPoL. We assume that the communication between RA and entities is secure (using a
mutual authentication channel such as TLS [30]) and that the prover and witnesses commu-
nicate with each other over a short-range communication channel such as BlueTooth [31].
Figure 6 illustrates the detailed process of sub-protocol Setup.

5.2.2. Location Proof Generation of PPPoL

The prover generates a location proof with the assistance of nearby witnesses following
the process depicted in Figure 7. The prover broadcasts its GTOTP password and location
cipher with nearby users. If a nearby witness verifies this GTOTP password successfully,
then the witness encrypts the location data using the verifier’s ephemeral public key,
uses the next used GTOTP password as the commitment key for committing the location
cipher, and obtains the location proximity commitment. The witness sends the location
proximity commitment, the currently valid GTOTP password, and the location cipher to
the prover over the short-range communication channel. The prover verifies the identity
of the witnesses using their respective GTOTP passwords, integrates the location proof
pieces of all witnesses into a location proof, and uses the next used GTOTP password as a
commitment key for committing the location proof with a location commitment.
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Input: Security parameter 1κ , start time Tstart and end time Tend of the protocol, location proof generation
interval ∆pw, the valid period for each verify point ∆vp
Output: Group authentication key vkPoL

1. RA generates the system parameter smp in the following steps:

- Runs smp := GTOTP.RASetup(1κ , ∆pw, ∆vp, Tstart, Tend);
- Publishes the system parameter smp.

2. Each group member (i.e., witnesses and prover) requests enrollment with the RA by the following steps:

- Generates enrollment request by running the initialization algorithm (skIDu , vpsIDu ) :=
GTOTP.GMInit(IDu);

- Sends the initialized set of verify points vpsIDu to RA via the mutual authentication channel;
- Stores the secret key skIDu locally.

3. After receiving the vpsIDu from all group members, RA finishes member registration and protocol
initialization as follows:

- Runs (vpsG , {StIDu}u∈[M]) := GTOTP.GVKGen(GM, {vpsIDu}u∈[M]);
- Publishes the group authentication key vkPoL = vpsG ;
- Sends the corresponding secret output {StIDu}u∈[M] for each group member IDu via the mutual

authentication channel.

Figure 6. Setup of PPPoL.

Input: Current time Tcurrent, the location LP of prover, the locations {LWx}x∈[X] of witnesses, the secret key skP
of prover, the secret keys {skWx}x∈[X] of witnesses
Output: Location proof LPP

1. The steps for generating location proof requests by prover are outlined as follows:

- Requests an ephemeral public key epkV
ctr generated by running the key generation algorithm

(epkV
ctr , eskVctr) := PKE.KGen(1κ) from the verifier, where ctr is a counter stored by the verifier

to tag the corresponding location proof;
- Generates the currently used secret seed sdP i := GTOTP.GetSd(skP, Tcurrent), the GTOTP pass-

word pwP
i,j := GTOTP.PdGen(sdP i , Tcurrent);

- Encrypts the location CP := PKE.Enc(LP, epkV
ctr);

- Broadcasts location proof request (CP, pwP
i,j) to nearby witnesses via a short-range communication

channel.

2. After receiving the request (CP, pwP
i,j), each witness verifies the password pwP

i,j, and if the
GTOTP.Verify(pwP

i,j, Tcurrent, vkPoL) = 1, then it does the following:

- Generates the currently used secret seed sdWx
i := GTOTP.GetSd(skWx , Tcurrent), the GTOTP

password pwW
i,j := GTOTP.PdGen(sdW i , Tcurrent);

- Encrypts the location CWx := PKE.Enc(LWx , epkV
ctr);

- If Tcurent + ∆pw belongs to current secret seed period, then calculates password pwW
i,j+1 :=

GTOTP.PdGen(sdW i , Tcurrent + ∆pw) as location proximity commitment key, otherwise the proof
generation fails;

- Calculates the location proximity commitment LPCWx by LPCWx :=
H(pwW

i,j+1∥CP∥CWx∥Tcurrent);
- Sends the location proof piece LPPWx = (pwW

i,j,CWx ,LPCWx ) to the prover via a short-range
communication channel.

3. After receiving the proof pieces {LPPWx}x∈X of all witnesses, the prover generates location proof LPP

as follows:

- Verifies the password pwW
i,j of each witness, and if GTOTP.Verify(pwWx

i,j, Tcurrent, vkPoL) = 0,
the prover removes the proof piece of the corresponding witness;

- If Tcurent + ∆pw belongs to current secret seed period, and the prover calculates password
pwP

i,j+1 := GTOTP.PdGen(sdP i , Tcurrent + ∆pw) as the location commitment key;
- Computes the location commitment LCP := H({LPPWx}x∈[X]∥LP∥Tcurrent∥epkVctr∥pwP

i,j+1);
- Sends location proof LPP = ({LPPWx}x∈[X],CP,LCP, pwP

i,j, Tcurrent, epkV
ctr) to the verifier via a

unilateral authentication channel.

Figure 7. Location proof generation of PPPoL.

5.2.3. Location Proof Verification of PPPoL

The verifier checks the validity of the location proof using the group verification
key vkPoL and the expired commitment keys of the prover and witnesses, as shown in
Figure 8. As the validity of the GTOTP password is short, the prover and related witnesses
can quickly send the related expired commitment keys to the verifier for commitment
verification, i.e., the verifier can instantly verify the location of the prover. The verifier uses
its private key that decrypts the location ciphertext of the witnesses and the prover and
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calculates the proximity between the locations. If most of the witnesses and the prover are
in proximity and if the commitment verification is successful, then the location proof is
considered to be valid.

Input: Group authentication key vkPoL, location proof LPP

Output: Verification result vrt ∈ {0, 1}

1. After the passwords used for commitment expire, the prover and the relevant witnesses involved
in the location proof generation send the expired commitment keys to the verifier over a unilateral
authentication channel.

2. Upon receiving the location proof LPP, the commitment keys of the relevant witnesses and prover, the
verifier verifies the location proof LPP steps as follows:

- Verifies the GTOTP passwords of the prover GTOTP.Verify(pwP
i,j, Tcurrent, vkPoL), and if the

passwords are invalid, then returns 0, i.e., the location proof LPP is invalid;
- Verifies the GTOTP passwords of relevant witnesses GTOTP.Verify(pwWx

i,j, Tcurrent, vkPoL), and
removes the proof pieces that fails verification;

- Verifies each location proximity commitment LPCWx . If LPCWx ̸= H(pwW
i,j+1∥CP∥CWx∥Tcurrent),

then verifier removes the proof piece that verifies invalid;
- If LCP ̸= H({LPPWx}x∈X∥LP∥Tcurrent∥epkVctr∥pwP

i,j+1), then returns 0;
- Decrypts the location ciphertext CP and CWx of the prover and the relevant witnesses using the

ephemeral private key eskV
ctr ;

- Calculates the Euclidean distance between the prover and each witness based on their location
and records the location proof pieces that are within the proximity threshold θ.

3. If all the above verifications pass and the number of valid location proof pieces l ≥ q, then 1 is returned,
i.e., the location proof is valid.

Figure 8. Location proof verification of PPPoL.

5.3. Security Analysis

In this section, we informally discuss how our scheme achieves the three aforemen-
tioned security properties, i.e., anonymity, traceability, and location privacy. The security
of our PPPoL scheme relies on standard cryptographic protocols, including the GTOTP
scheme, PKE scheme, and collision-resistant hash function. Suppose that the PKE encryp-
tion algorithm can resist chosen-plaintext attacks and that the used hash function H is
collision-resistant. The cryptographic building blocks employed in constructing the GTOTP,
consisting of an ASE encryption algorithm resistant to chosen-ciphertext attacks, a secure
Merkle tree scheme, a secure TOTP scheme, an unpredictable permutation function, and a
secure pseudo-random function, are assumed to be provably secure.

Anonymity. The authentication between the prover and witnesses, as well as between
them and the verifier, is achieved through the employment of the GTOTP passwords.
A GTOTP password comprises three components: a TOTP password, a Merkle proof,
and a group membership ciphertext. The hash chain-based TOTP instances utilize a
pseudo-random function to generate the secret seed, and employ a collision-resistant hash
function to compute the TOTP password and the verify point. Because the output of the
hash function and the ASE encryption algorithm incorporate randomness, an attacker
cannot distinguish the updated verify points of the honest group members. By employing
an unpredictable permutation function to shuffle the order of all updated verify points,
attackers are unable to associate the Merkle proofs with the updated verify points of the
honest group members, and consequently cannot distinguish the correspondence between
the verify points indicated by the leaf nodes of the Merkle tree and the honest group
members. In addition, each Merkle tree root is inserted into the Bloom filter, while multiple
Merkle tree roots may be inserted into the same location in the Bloom filter; thus, the attacker
is unable to recover the relationship between Merkle tree roots from the Bloom filter. As the
RA encrypts the group membership identity using an ASE encryption algorithm capable
of resisting chosen-ciphertext attacks, the attacker cannot extract any valid information
about the identity from the group membership ciphertext. In summary, GTOTP offers a
provably secure anonymity property, and utilizing the GTOTP password ensures that other
participants cannot acquire any additional identity information of group members from the
GTOTP password. Consequently, the PPPoL scheme achieves anonymity between entities
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and guarantees identity privacy for both the prover and witnesses. For interested readers,
further details are available in Section 4 of [10].

Traceability. Attackers cannot forge a GTOTP password that is valid and traceable
to an honest group member. Thanks to the one-way hash function and the security of
the Merkle tree scheme, attackers are unable to forge a both valid TOTP password and a
Merkle proof. In addition, because the ASE encryption algorithm resists chosen-ciphertext
attacks, attackers are unable to distinguish between group memberships, and as a result
are unable to forge a valid GTOTP password that binds to the identity of an honest group
member. The RA, on the other hand, can correctly trace the identity of the corresponding
group member through the GTOTP password. Thus, the GTOTP password provides
the traceability property. Utilizing the provably secure traceability property provided by
GTOTP ensures that any valid GTOTP password can be accurately traced back to honest
provers and witnesses. Utilizing a hash commitment scheme binds the unexpired GTOTP
passwords of the provers and witnesses to the location proofs, preventing an attacker
from obtaining unexpired GTOTP passwords in order to impersonate the relevant honest
provers and witnesses. In this way, the privacy location proof scheme provides traceability
of location proofs, where a valid location proof traces back accurately to the prover who
generated it, while an attacker’s forged location proof is either invalid or can be traced
back to a dishonest user. We recommend that interested readers consult Section 4 of [10]
for further details.

Location Privacy. The locations of the witnesses are encrypted using a PKE scheme
that can resist chosen-plaintext attacks; the location cipher is then committed with a GTOTP
password. As GTOTP provides traceability, it prevents attackers from forging a valid
GTOTP password that can be traced back to an honest witness. By employing GTOTP
passwords as the commitment keys for the location ciphertext of witnesses, the PKE scheme
is secure against chosen-plaintext attacks, ensuring the location privacy of witnesses. In
this way, our PPPoL scheme is able to ensure the witnesses’ location privacy.

6. Incentive Mechanism

Most decentralized proof of location schemes ignore witnesses’ motivation to engage
with the location proof, which may cause the leakage of witnesses’ private information as
well as increased computational resources overhead. To solve this issue, we designed an in-
centive mechanism that rewards witnesses who behave honestly and provide valid location
proofs, thereby increasing the motivation of witnesses to engage with our PPPoL scheme.

When designing an incentive mechanism, potential attacks and threats should first be
considered. Potential threats include an attacker impersonating the identity of witnesses to
receive rewards, witnesses providing invalid location proofs in order to receive rewards,
or attackers trying to obtain the private information of the prover and the witnesses.
Simultaneously, the incentive mechanism should accurately reward honest witnesses who
provide valid location proofs.

Overview. Smart contracts are decentralized and tamper-proof; the two parties to
the contract agree on the transaction rules and triggering conditions, which automatically
executes the relevant transfers. Therefore, we incorporate smart contracts to complete
our incentive mechanism using a blockchain. Figure 9 describes the system model of the
incentive mechanism.

To protect the privacy of the witnesses, we verify the identity of the RA in the smart
contract, then the smart contract automatically transfers the contract deposit to the RA,
which provides rewards to those witnesses who honestly provide valid location proofs. We
assume that RA serves as a trusted third party who will not collude with any participant
or attacker and will honestly transfer rewards to witnesses. Our incentive mechanism
consists of three main phases: contract deployment Setup, contract interaction Interaction,
and rewards Reward, with the details described below.

Setup. The prover deploys the smart contract on the blockchain before initiating
the location proof request, which requires the prover to pay the deposit to the contract
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advance to ensure the incentives for the witnesses. Following successful deployment, the
prover broadcasts the location request to nearby witnesses together with the address of the
smart contract.

Figure 9. System model diagram of incentive mechanism.

Interaction. After receiving a request from the prover to generate a location proof,
the witness first checks whether the deposit stored by the prover in the smart contract
satisfies the condition r ≥ δ to ensure that the corresponding reward can be obtained upon
completing the location proof. Here, r represents the deposit made by the prover into the
smart contract and δ is the threshold, which is the minimum amount to be rewarded to
the witness. Only when the deposit stored by the prover in the smart contract meets the
payment condition will the witness respond to the prover’s request to generate a location
proof; otherwise, the witness will reject the request for location proof generation. If this
verification is successful, then the prover sends the location proof to the verifier while
sending the location cipher commitment comP = H(pwP

i,j+1||CP) to the smart contract.
During the location proof verification phase, the prover sends the expired commitment key
pwP

i,j+1 to the smart contract. The details are described in Algorithm 1 below.

Algorithm 1 Interaction

Input: Location proof requests
Output: LPP, comP

1: for i := 1 to n do
2: if r ≥ δ then
3: return LPP ← LPGen(LP, skP, {LWx}x∈[X], {skWx}x∈[X], Tcurrent)

4: return comP = H(pwP
i,j+1||CP)

5: end if
6: ContractAddr.transfer(PoverAddr) // The prover sends comP to the smart contract
7: end for

Reward. The RA verifies the location cipher commitment comP uploaded by the
prover in the smart contract. If the comP is valid, then the RA signs the comP using its
private key and sends the signature σRA to the smart contract. As the smart contract is
triggered by the incoming data from the RA and the prover, the contract automatically
verifies the validity of the signature σRA of the RA and the location cipher commitment
comP of the prover. If both verifications pass, the deposit in the contract is transferred to
the RA. Finally, the RA combines the valid location proof pieces for tracing back to the
witnesses and pays the rewards to them. The details are described in Algorithm 2 below.
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Algorithm 2 Reward

Input: pwP
i,j+1,CP, σRA, comP

Output: Incentive fees paid to witnesses
1: if comP ̸= H(pwP

i,j+1||CP) then
2: return “Failed authentication of the prover”
3: end if
4: if ecrecove(σRA) = false then
5: return “Failed authentication of the RA”
6: end if
7: RAAddr.transfer(ContractAddr) // Contract deposit transferred to RA
8: for i := 1 to n do
9: WinnessAddr[i].transfer(RAAddr) // RA pays rewards to relevant witnesses

10: end for

7. Practical Evaluation

We ran the prover, witnesses, and verifier on a real Android smartphone with a
Snapdragon 855 CPU (up to 2.84 GHz) and 8 GB RAM, and ran the RA on a 64-bit PC
with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10700 at 2.90 GHz and 16 GB RAM. We used Android Studio
http://developer.android.com/studio/ (accessed on 8 July 2023) for programming and
installed it on the devices of the witnesses, prover, and verifier. Our PPPoL scheme is
programmed in Java https://www.java.com/en/ (accessed on 8 July 2023) .

We used SHA256 to implement the hash function in our PPPoL scheme and imple-
mented the effective GTOTP scheme GTOTP-MT from [10]; the implementation of PKE
scheme used ElGamal encryption [32]. Figure 10 shows the code of the GTOTP password
verification algorithm. The verify points can be used as pseudonyms for group members.
Based on the recommended validity of a pseudonym by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI), we set the validity of the verify points to ∆vp = 5 min. We con-
sidered the selection of parameter values based on previous PoL and GTOTP schemes and
the GTOTP password generation interval ∆pw = 5 s; thus, each TOTP instance consisted
of K = 60 one-time passwords. We set the proximity threshold in our PPPoL scheme to
θ = 50 m, and the verify points of all members were divided into z = 213 subsets. Unless
otherwise specified, we set V = 105,120, which is enough to run our PPPoL for a year. We
set M = 20 and X = 5. Of course, these parameters could be set to other values; however,
as the selected test values have been previously validated in the existing literature [10] and
are sufficient to demonstrate the feasibility of our scheme, we did not perform testing with
other parameter values.

Figure 10. Code of the GTOTP password verification algorithm.

http://developer.android.com/studio/
https://www.java.com/en/
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We used the Solidity programming language to write and compile the smart con-
tracts within the Remix integrated development environment, and deployed the smart
contracts onto the Goerli test network for evaluation. Considering that the interaction
time between the entities and the smart contract is contingent upon the computational
power of the current blockchain network and the associated gas price, we gauged perfor-
mance by calculating the gas fees incurred during interactions between the entities and the
smart contract.

7.1. Performance of PPPoL Scheme

Setup Time. During the initialization phase, the overhead consists of the RA running
the GTOTP-MT.GVKGen and GTOTP-MT.RASetup algorithms and each group member IDu
running its initialization algorithm GTOTP-MT.GMInit.

The RA performs the M ·V encryption algorithm of ASE, 2M ·V hash calculations,
and z interpolation operations of the Bloom filter. Each group member IDu performs V · K
hash calculations and V pseudo-random function (PRF).

Figure 11a shows the overhead of the initialization operations. It can be seen that the
overhead grows linearly with V, while we usually only set V smaller (e.g., a PPPoL scheme
with a five-day lifetime) with milliseconds of overhead.

Proof Size. Each hash value takes 32 bytes, a timestamp takes 8 bytes, each location
cipher C takes 64 bytes, and an ephemeral public key takes 64 bytes, for a total proof size of
32(X + 1) + 2(X + 1) ∗ C + 8 + 64 = 160X + 232 bytes. Figure 11b shows that the proof
size grows linearly with X when fixing V. It can be seen that the proof size is less than 3 KB
even when X = 16, which is practical.

Figure 11. Runtime of Setup and proof size.

Proof Generation Time. During the location proof generation phase, the prover and
witnesses run the secret seed generation algorithm GTOTP-MT.GetSd once, the password
generation algorithm GTOTP-MT.PdGen twice, and the ElGamal encryption algorithm Enc
once. In addition, the prover runs the verification algorithm GTOTP-MT.Verify X times,
while each witness only needs to run it once.

The prover performs two exponential and two multiplicative calculations, one PRF,
X queries of the Bloom filter, and 2K + X · K′ + X · h + X + 1 hash calculations. Each
witness performs two exponential and two multiplicative calculations, one PRF operation,
and 2K + K′ + h + 2 hash calculations. In the average case, it takes K/2 hash calculations
(K′ = K/2) to compute the verify point based on the GTOTP password, while in the worst
case it takes K hash calculations (K′ = K).

Figure 12a illustrates the linear growth of the location proof generation time with the
number of witnesses X and that it varies inversely with the password generation interval
∆pw. However, even when setting ∆pw = 1 s, the overall proof generation overhead is
only a few tens of milliseconds. This feature enables our PPPoL scheme to support instant
location verification.
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Proof Verification Time. During the verification phase, the verifier runs the verification
algorithm GTOTP-MT.Verify X + 1 times, the hash calculations X times, and the ElGamal
decryption algorithm Dec X + 1 times.

The verifier performs 2X exponential calculations, 3X multiplicative calculations, and
X · K′ + X · h + 2X + K′ + h + 2 hash calculations.

Figure 12b shows the linear growth of the location proof verification time with the
number of witnesses X and that it varies inversely with password generation interval ∆pw.
The experiments indicate that, when setting ∆pw, verifiers can verify location proofs after
the expiration of the GTOTP passwords, with the verification overhead taking only tens of
milliseconds. This ensures instant location verification. Moreover, ∆pw can be configured
based on the delay requirements for location verification.

Figure 12. Runtime of LPGen and LPVer.

Communication Overhead. Communication overhead is determined by the number
of group members M and of TOTP instances V. When setting M = 20 and V = 105,120, the
communication overhead was only about 3 KB. Current communication techniques (such
as 5G) are so fast that the communication overhead is on the order of milliseconds.

7.2. Performance of Incentive Mechanism

In this paper, the feasibility of this incentive mechanism is assessed through gas fees.
The incentive mechanism has the following gas fee overhead: the Setup phase. in which
the prover deploys a smart contract into the blockchain; the Interaction phase, in which
the contract verifies the RA’s identity and transfers deposits to the RA; and the Reward
phase, in which rewards are transferred to the honest witnesses on behalf of the RA. We
assume that the entire gas fees for the incentive mechanism are paid by the prover; thus, the
deposits transferred to the RA include the RA’s subsequent gas fee overhead in the Reward
phase. Referring to the number of witnesses X used in previous PoL schemes [10,33], we
ultimately set X to 4, 8, and 12, respectively, to evaluate the impact on the gas fee overhead
of the incentive mechanism. While X can be set to other values, the conclusions from the
gas fee overhead analysis remain consistent. As depicted in Table 3, the gas fees during
the Setup and Interaction phases are independent of the number of witnesses, whereas the
gas fees during the Reward phase increase linearly with the number of witnesses. When
the number of witnesses equals 12, the total overhead of the incentive mechanism is about
ETH 0.0011, which shows the feasibility of our incentive mechanism.
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Table 3. Performance of the incentive mechanism.

Witness
Cost of 10−3 ETH

Setup Interaction Reward Total

4 0.59 0.07 0.21 0.87

8 0.59 0.07 0.31 0.97

12 0.59 0.07 0.47 1.13

7.3. Comparison

For simplicity and fairness, we instantiated the public key encryption used by the
compared schemes with [32] and the digital signature and group signature schemes used by
the compared schemes with [34,35], respectively. We denote the exponentiation operation
by EXP, the elliptic curve point multiplication operation by ECM, and the pairing of bilinear
groups by BGP, as shown in Table 4. As many prior schemes have not been practically
implemented, we only compared our PPPoL scheme with related PoL schemes in terms
of the security properties, which include entity privacy (EntPri), location privacy (LocPri),
and entity traceability (EnTra), as shown in Table 5, as well as the existence of incentives
for witnesses, which we denote as Incent. We use “✓” to indicate that the corresponding
property is achieved and “✕” to indicate the contrary. We additionally compared the main
computational overheads of the related works in Table 6.

Table 4. Abbreviation notations for compared PoL schemes.

Notation Description

P,W,V Identities of prover, witness and verifier, respectively.

EntPri Entity privacy.

EnTra Entity traceability.

LocPri Location privacy.

Incent Incentive mechanism.

EXP Exponentiation operation.

ECM Elliptic curve point multiplication operation.

BGP Pairing of bilinear groups.

Table 5. Comparison of security attributes.

PoL Schemes
EnTra EntPri LocPri Incent

P W P W P W W

[18] ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕

[36] ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕

[17] ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕

[37] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕

[10] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕

Our ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓
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Table 6. Comparison of performance.

PoL Schemes
LPGen LPVer

P W V

[18] 28ECM 56ECM 5ECM + 11BGP

[36] ECM + 3EXP ECM + 3EXP 12ECM + 18EXP

[17] 8ECM ECM + 3EXP 10ECM + 15EXP

[37] 252ECM + 34EXP 42ECM + 2EXP 126ECM + 12EXP +
24BGP

[10] 15ECM 12ECM 5ECM

Our 2EXP 2EXP 10EXP

From Table 5, it can be seen that only [10,37] and our PPPoL consider entity privacy
and traceability. Wu et al. [18] used the zero-knowledge proof scheme to achieve location
privacy of the prover with respect to the verifier. However, in real applications the prover
might allow the verifier to obtain its location, such as in contact tracing, where the verifier
enacts measures to mitigate the spread of infectious diseases using the location of the
infected person. The PoL scheme of Zhu et al. [17] combines mathematical methods
to achieve entity privacy and location privacy; however, an adversary may have a non-
negligible probability of breaking both of the above security properties. On the other hand,
we use provably secure cryptographic building blocks, i.e., our PPPoL scheme is more
suitable in PoL application scenarios where participants need privacy protection. The
PoL scheme of Dupin et al. [37] achieves similar security properties as ours; however, the
building blocks are more expensive than our PPPoL scheme, and their scheme may not be
applicable to resource-constrained devices. The PoL scheme of Yang et al. [10] achieves
similar security properties to our scheme; however, their scheme requires each witness to
generate their own set of random proximity distances, resulting in larger proof sizes and
increased performance overhead for both witnesses and prover. Furthermore, we have
designed an incentive mechanism to promote the participation of witnesses in the PPPoL
scheme, which has not been considered in other schemes. This incentive mechanism can
promote the application of PoL schemes in wider domains, e.g., LBS and IoT. Furthermore,
our PPPoL scheme supports real-time location verification, which is suitable for PoL
applications that require low latency. For example, a bank may require location proofs that
can be verified in real time in order to validate a user’s transaction.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient privacy-preserving proof of location
scheme (PPPoL) based on GTOTP, achieving entity privacy, location privacy, and traceability
of entity identity for tracing identity when entities perform the protocol dishonestly. In
order to encourage the proactive participation of witnesses in providing location proofs,
we designed an incentive mechanism based on smart contracts. We implemented a proof-
of-concept (PoC) for PPPoL on an Android device and show the theoretical and practical
overhead of the scheme.

The proposed PPPoL scheme can achieve instant location verification, which only
requires setting the GTOTP password generation interval (e.g., one second) and performing
additional hash calculations. Thus, the verifier can obtain the commitment keys (GTOTP
passwords) of the prover and the related witnesses much sooner, complete the location
verification, and send the verification result to the prover in an instant, which is necessary
for certain application scenarios that require timely location verification.

Regarding future work, we plan to implement dynamic management of witnesses to
permit revocation of the witnesses’ identity if they behave dishonestly. In addition, we
plan to design more detailed incentives and penalties in the incentive mechanism to better
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motivate witnesses to participate in the PPPoL scheme, as well as to address the issue of
cryptocurrency volatility involved in the overhead of the incentive mechanism.
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